PARAGRAPH PLANNER/ANALYZER
(Prof. Di Stefano Diaz)
(Topic + C.I.= TOPIC SENTENCE)

Topic: ____________________________________________________________

C.I.: ______________________________________________________________

TOPIC SENTENCE: ________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________

SUPPORTING IDEAS (3 is a safe number for sufficient support):
I. ________________________________________________________________
   (supporting idea I.)
   A. __________________________________________________________________
      (a major supporting detail for supporting idea I.)
      1. __________________________________________________________________
      (a minor supporting detail for I.A.)
      2. __________________________________________________________________
      (another minor supporting detail for I.A.)

   B. __________________________________________________________________
      (another major supporting detail for supporting idea I.)
      1. __________________________________________________________________
      (a minor supporting detail for I.B.)
      2. __________________________________________________________________
      (another minor supporting detail for I.B.)

   C. __________________________________________________________________
      (yet another major supporting detail for supporting idea I.)

II. __________________________________________________________________
   (supporting idea II.)
   A. __________________________________________________________________
      (a major supporting detail for supporting idea II.)
      1. __________________________________________________________________
      (a minor supporting detail for II.A.)
      2. __________________________________________________________________
      (another minor supporting detail for II.A.)
B. _____________________ _________________________
   (another major supporting detail for supporting idea II.)
   1. _____________________ _____________________
      (a minor supporting detail for II.B.)
   2. _____________________ _____________________
      (another minor supporting detail for II.B.)

C. _____________________ _________________________
   (yet another major supporting detail for supporting idea II.)
   1. _____________________ _____________________
      (a minor supporting detail for II.C.)
   2. _____________________ _____________________
      (another minor supporting detail for II.C.)

III. ______________________________________________
   (supporting idea III.)
   A. _____________________ ________________________
      (a major supporting detail for supporting idea III.)
      1. _____________________ _____________________
         (a minor supporting detail for III.A.)
      2. _____________________ _____________________
         (another minor supporting detail for III.A.)

B. _____________________ _________________________
   (another major supporting detail for supporting idea III.)
   1. _____________________ _____________________
      (a minor supporting detail for III.B.)
   2. _____________________ _____________________
      (another minor supporting detail for III.B.)

C. _____________________ _________________________
   (yet another major supporting detail for supporting idea III.)
   1. _____________________ _____________________
      (a minor supporting detail for III.C.)
   2. _____________________ _____________________
      (another minor supporting detail for III.C.)